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CONFERENCE RESOURCE 

MANAGING STAFF WELLBEING & WORKLOAD 
Staff development and retention in a MAT: case study 

Staff recruitment and retention is an ongoing challenge for schools. Suzanne 

O’Connell spoke to a MAT CEO about how they have developed a successful 

and sustainable workforce. 

School information 

Trust name: Leigh Academies Trust 

Number of academies: 14 (seven primary, six secondary and a special school) 

CEO: Simon Beamish 

Location: Kent 

‘In a job advert for a maths teacher we had 29 candidates,’ explains their CEO, Simon 

Beamish. Simon was previously a principal within the trust and became chief executive of 

Leigh Academies Trust in November 2013. 

There are perhaps many reasons for the strength of their recruitment, and nurturing staff is 

definitely one of them. 

Developing leadership in the trust 

Simon sees the focus on leadership recruitment and retention within their schools as key. 

‘The leader is crucial,’ he explains. ‘They’re the kite if you want the school to fly.’ As such, 

they have developed a strong in-house process for developing their leaders. 

The trust operates a peer review programme in which schools undertake a review once a 

year or every two years depending on the needs of the academy. 
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In order to carry out the programme, they hire trained Ofsted inspectors who work alongside 

senior leaders from one of their other schools to conduct the review. 

‘This is extremely beneficial for the academy being reviewed,’ explains Simon. ‘It’s also very 

good professional development for the reviewer. Many of those involved have said it’s been 

the best professional development experience they’ve had.’ 

Networking and collaboration among staff 

On a more informal basis there is a networking system within the trust. This allows all the 

principals to meet together every six weeks and all those on the second tier, such as heads 

of school, to meet together within the same time frame in their own group. ‘This is an 

opportunity to look at the national picture,’ explains Simon. ‘They have the opportunity to 

share best practice across our academies.’ In addition, an annual trust conference is 

provided for all staff and governors. 

Strong links have been developed between English, maths and science subject leaders 

across secondary schools and between literacy and numeracy leaders across the primary 

schools. ‘We are increasingly developing these cross-academy links,’ says Simon. ‘However, 

we are also aware of the need to maintain a balance. These people are also teachers and 

they don’t want to spend too long outside the classroom.’ 

Leadership programme 

A bespoke leadership programme is one of the trust’s new ventures. The programme is 

aimed at those who are just below tier two of management and leadership responsibilities 

and a key element is the coaching and mentoring strand. Those involved in the programme 

are invited to listen to key-note speakers and must complete a project to then be presented 

at their regional conference. 

All senior leaders are involved in governance and attend governors’ meetings. Soon the trust 

will offer secondments to other schools within the group. 
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There are three trust clusters and plans to extend this to a forth. The proximity of academies 

within and between the clusters is a key factor that enables this movement and sharing of 

practice without staff having to move house or live away from the family. 

Recruitment 

There is a strong tradition of recruitment within the trust, aided by the schools’ locations 

along the M20 and M2 corridors. ‘We keep an eye on people who are ready to move,’ Simon 

explains. ‘If there are no opportunities within their own academy, perhaps because there is 

already someone in post, then we are alert to this and there will be opportunities in another 

academy.’ 

‘80% of appointments are internal promotions and we ensure that we have a strong pipeline 

of talented staff. Staff don’t need to look outside the trust because there are plenty of 

opportunities within it.’ 

Although commuting between the schools is possible, they still cater for a range of 

catchment areas that enable staff to develop a breadth of experience.  

The trust provides School Direct teacher training in conjunction with Kent and Medway 

Training (KMT). They train about 150 new teachers a year and about 80% of these are then 

employed by other consortium schools. Simon feels this is an important contribution that the 

trust can make not only to its own development but to the wider pool of high-quality staff for 

schools generally. 

The principals who head each of the trust’s academies are able to draw on the expertise of 

the trust’s own HR facility. The HR team provide the support required to recruit staff and 

build capacity through a database of possible candidates.  

‘We have very few supply teachers,’ explains Simon, ‘and no vacancies. We have plenty of 

candidates for all our advertised positions.’ 
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Retention 

Once staff are recruited they can be assured that excellent career-progression opportunities 

will be available. However, it isn’t just about career progression. The trust is also quite clear 

about the importance of working conditions, availability of resources and personnel and 

professional support to retain the good staff they have. 

A key feature of the trust is emphasis on the importance of the environment. There has been 

heavy capital investment, which means that the buildings are fit for purpose and pleasant to 

work in. Investment in IT and resourcing makes teaching easier and better. 

‘Where we know there is a deficiency then we make funds available. For example we have 

just given a grant to one school to develop provision in the early years,’ says Simon. 

One of the trust’s objectives is to grow the effectiveness of its workforce. The commitment to 

initial teacher training, cross-trust support and career progression means that this is one 

objective the MAT should have no problem in fulfilling. 

 


